Framework Appointment
Docuflow appointed to Government G-Cloud
11 Framework to provide cloud software
services on the Digital Marketplace
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Docuflow are pleased to announce they have been appointed to the UK Government
G-Cloud 11 – RM1557.11 Framework after a rigorous tender process managed by Crown
Commercial Services.
Docuflow will be a partner to deliver internet accessed and cloud-based software solutions
as the UK Government transitions from printed documents and time consuming and
expensive associated processes.
The framework agreement enables Docuflow to be a recognised partner to the UK
Government, associated organisations and departments of solutions to include data
capture, document and content management software, artificial intelligence software,
hybrid mail software and a whole host of cloud-based services to streamline Government
workflows.
The Docuflow supplier agreement can be used by organisations across the UK public
sector including central government, local government, health, education, devolved
administrations, emergency services, defence and not-for-profit organisations.
The UK Government G-Cloud 11 is an initiative focused on facilitating procurement
by public-sector bodies. By making it easier for public sector organisations to procure
solutions without having to go through a typically lengthy tender process (G-Cloud 11 is
OJEU compliant and it can take as little as a few days to start working with a partner as
the provider has already been through a lengthy and rigorous tender and award process),
G-Cloud 11 is fundamentally changing the way the UK Government accesses internet
and “Cloud” based services.
Getting organisations to work smarter by streamlining processes by using cost effective
technology is at the heart of Docuflow’s business.
Chris Rowlands, Director at Docuflow said: “We have been helping UK organisations
for a number of years now to reduce their reliance on printed documents and laborious
associated processes which paper documents can generate which in turn can have a
negative impact upon their organisation.

“We have taken numerous enquiries from government departments about our hosted
software solutions. There is now a serious push and drive to become “Paper Lite” within
Government which is when we decided it was the right time to dedicate resources
into becoming a recognised partner to the UK Government for digital transformation
requirements and projects.”
Chris added: “We are delighted to have been appointed to the framework which recognises
Docuflow as a UK Government software solutions partner. We look forward to delivering
innovative cloud-based software and lead the way to a digital and sustainable future.”

About Docuflow
Docuflow is a UK document technologies business providing “Cloud” document & content
management software, workflow, AI, automation, digital forms, data capture, portals and
hybrid mail solutions.
Docuflow’s customers reflect the diversity of the UK economy in terms of size, sector and
ownership structure.
Docuflow has a wealth of experience of delivering document workflow solutions providing
a best of breed portfolio of products and solutions which can be On-site or Off-site that
enables our clients to implement world class technologies, processes and services.
Our services and solutions are supported by highly trained sales and service teams, to
provide true end-to-end solutions.

About the Crown Commercial Service
The Crown Commercial Service (CCS) has brought together Government’s central
commercial capability into a single organisation, amalgamating Government Procurement
Service with other commercial teams from the Cabinet Office and central government
departments.
The CCS goal is to become the “go-to” place for expert commercial and procurement
services. CCS has brought together policy, advice and direct buying to ensure that policy
development is closely linked to implementation, with more emphasis on pre- and postcontract activity to extract more value for the taxpayer.
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